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Here goes my chance to change
The stranger I've become, 
Growing imperfect.
You showed me I was wrong.

I'm running to catch my shadow, 
I'm running to see the person that I used to be.

Help! Can you save me
Without trying to stop the bullet?
It seems that I've become someone I'm not.

First Sequence:
I remember the days
When time stood still.
Oh! I remember it.

Well this is what you wanted
The last mistake I'm going to make
Sometimes I still see myself
Burning away as someone else.
I can't help but feel so alone.
Somewhere else I could have made it different.
I'm falling down the stairs.

Praise your gods to keep you away from
Dead end streets in this cloudy, cloudy path.
But the Devil's compass is the only one leading us
confidently
'Cause He built his reign under the rain... -bow.

Because behind the costumes
Everyone's faces look the same.

But this is what I want yeah
I learnt this from my last mistake.
Sometimes I still see myself
Burning away as someone else.
I can't help but feel so alone.
Somewhere else I could have made it different.
But I was born into this.
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...'Cause this is what we learnt from our classmates.

My legs shake, 
I have never had a chance like this.
Now I'm seeing myself kneeling down before gallows, 
Surrounded by plagues.
I've never been this far away before
But step by step over earthquakes
I rest assured at the darkest side of the line.
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